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Colorado Inventor’s Book Named Amazon Bestseller
Erie, CO – June 6, 2013 - IX-EL, Inc. announced today that their flagship book, “In the Mind of a
Master” was named an Amazon Bestseller. “In the Mind of a Master” captures the profound impact
of inventor and researcher Slim Spurling, a native Coloradoan, whose cutting-edge Light-Life®
Technology makes it possible for individuals to drastically improve their health as well as the health
of the environment.
Spurling’s Light-Life® Technology is based on sacred geometry and quantum physics, and is
designed to help individuals reconnect with positive earth energies and assist them in their own
healing processes. In the newly-named bestseller, “In the Mind of a Master”, author Susan
Anderson and Slim Spurling discuss his extraordinary life story which ultimately led him to invent
the Light-Life® Tools. This comprehensive book also includes never-before-published research
reports and testimonials.
The current list of applications for the Light-Life® Tools fall into countless categories such as
relieving personal pain, reducing stress, increasing the body’s healing abilities, energizing water,
decreasing air pollution, abating severe storms, and improving soil and plant quality.
“These discoveries are really rather remarkable. Almost any human
endeavor will benefit [from the solutions provided “In the Mind of a
Master”]. There's just an endless list.”
~Slim Spurling
The Light-Life® Tools and their applications are now recognized and put
into practice by a growing network of renowned scientists, qualified
researchers, and grassroots organizations worldwide who are keenly interested in the issues of
health and the environment.
About IX-EL, Inc.
IX-EL, Inc. is the only authorized manufacturer of Slim Spurling’s Light-Life® Tools that are designed
to improve individual well-being, reduce environmental pollution, and improve agriculture.
Spurling’s legacy of bringing balance and harmony to the planet has continued through his wife,

Katharina Spurling-Kaffl, President and CEO of IX-EL, Inc. and her dedicated team. The Light-Life®
Tools are distributed worldwide and Spurling-Kaffl’s vision is to have the Light-Life® Tools become a
household name.
To find out more information, including how to order Light-Life® Tools and the bestseller, “In the
Mind of a Master”:
www.InTheMindofaMaster.com
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